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1. THE RESULTS 
Consider the second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation 
xv + cx’ + a(t) xa =p(t), 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) 
(i) a(t) and p(t) are real, continuous, and periodic with period T for 
some T>Q; 
(ii) Sip(~) du = 0; 
(iii) c is a real number; 
and 
(iv) 01 > 1 and 01 is a rational number which can be written as (Y = m/n 
(in lowest terms) with m > n and that m, n are both positive odd integers. 
Here x” represents the real-valued function on R, the set of real numbers. By 
assumption, we have xx” > 0 whenever x # 0. 
In generalizing results of Lazer [5], we have considered previously in [2] 
equations of the form 
xn + cx’ + f(t, x) = p(t) 
and proved the existence of periodic solutions by assuming that ( f(t, x)/x) + 0 
as ( x I-+ co uniformly in t. In this paper we shall establish the existence of 
T-periodic soIutions for equations of the type (1). Our proof is based on 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem, which has been used before by many 
authors in studying periodic solutions (see, for example [l, 3, 41). The tech- 
nique used here is motivated by the works of [2], Laxer [5], and Sanchez [6]. 
Let X denote the space of real, continuous, and T-periodic functions on R. 
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If x E X, let 11 x jj = maxOGtGT j x(t)! . Then X becomes a complete normed 
vector space over R. For any x E X satisfying st X(U) du = 0, define 
B@) @) = j” +) du. 
0 
(2) 
Then B(x) E X, B(x)’ (t) = x(t), and 11 B(x)11 < (T/2) 11 x II . When c # 0 
and for any x E X, define 
w-4 (4 = (e CT - 1)-l lF+t ec(s-t)X(S) ds. (3) 
Then f-f(x) E X, H(x)’ (t) + cH(x) (t) = x(t), and jj H(x)]1 < (l/l c I) 1) x jj . 
NOW, let v = H[B(p)]. Then v is a T-periodic solution of X” + cx’ ==p(t). 
Let P = 2 II v IlKa - 1). 
THEOREM 1. Let c # 0. Under the assumptions given, if for all t either 
a(t) >, 0 or a(t) < 0, and if 
then the equation (1) has at least one T-periodic solution x satisfying that 
When c = 0, we have 
xw + a(t) x” =p(t), (4 
where a(t), p(t), and 01 are the same as in (1). For any x E X satisfying 
define 
Then 
f 
T  
x(u) du = 0, 
0 
A(x) (t) = jot X(U) du - f joTjo’ x(u) du ds. (5) 
44 6 x, I T A(x) (u) du = 0, 44 (9 = x(t), 0 
and 
II 44 < T II x II . 
Now, let 4 = B[A(p)], where B is defined in (2). Then # is a T-periodic 
solution of xs = p(t). Let u = 2 Ij # ///(~3 - 1). 
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THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions given, ;f  for all t either a(t) > 0 or 
a(t) 9 0, and if 
then the equation (4) has at least one T-periodic solution x satisfying that 
2. THE PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. For each x E X, define 
F(x) (t) = a(t) [x(t)y - f  L* u(s) [x(s)p ds. 
Then 
(6) 
F(x) E x, 
s TF(x) (24) du = 0, 
and llW4ll d 2 II a II II x Ila- 
0 
For each (x, r) E X x R, define [(x, r)l = 11 x jl + 1 r 1 . Also, for any (x1, rl), 
(xs , rs) E X x R and any h, , ha E R, let 
Then X x R becomes a complete normed vector space over R. 
Suppose a(t) 3 0 for all t. Define a mapping P: X x R + X x R by 
P(x, r) = (Z, Y”) with 
2 = g, + r - fqqqx))], (7) 
1 T f=y-- 
s T 0 
a(s) [X(s)]” ds. (8) 
It is easy to show that P is a continuous mapping. Now, let 
D = {(x, Y) E: X x R / II x - 9 II < II v II + P, I r I < II 9 II + %p>. 
Then D is a closed, bounded, and convex set in X x R. We claim that 
(i) P(D) CD and (ii) P(D) is relatively compact. 
First we note that if I[ x - y I[ < jj q~ [I + p then 
II fWPW)llI < &I/ a II Ii x l/a d i-jfi II a II (2 II g, II + P> 
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Then note that 
and that for all t we have 
Hence, when I Y j < 11 p 11 + p/3, it follows from (8) and (9) that 
I f  I < II P II + W. When /I v  II + p/3 < y d II P II + 2~/3, we have by (10) 
that it(t) > 0 for all t and 
O<fj’ 
0 
u(s) [a(# ds < $- , 
since a 3 0. Therefore from (8) we get // q jj < ? < II CP II + 2p/3. Similarly 
when -(iI ‘p j( + 2p/3) < r < -(Ii q (1 + p/3), we obtain that 
-(II p II + 2~13) G f G - II v II . 
This proves (i). To prove (ii) we let ((Zn , ?,J> = (P(x, , r)> be any sequence 
in P(D) and will show that it has a convergent subsequence. For each n, write 
g, = H[B(F(x,))]. It is easy to show that /I gn /I < p/3 and I/g,’ 11 < 2 I c 1 p/3. 
Hence, the sequence {g,} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. By 
Ascoli’s theorem, there is a subsequence (g,,> of (g,> and a g E X such that 
lim,,, I/ gnk - g /I = 0. Now, since I rsk j < Ij 9, /I + 2p/3, we may assume 
(by taking a further subsequence if necessary) that rflk + r, as k + co, for 
somerER.Letf=g,+r-g.ThenwehavexEXandthat 
lirnIj&+-Zjl =O. 
k+m 
Then let 
1 T f=r-- 
s T 0 
4s) W)I” 4 
and it follows easily that lim,,, 1 Pn, - r / = 0. Thus we have shown that 
(a,]< , fnn,) -+ (3, F), as k --f co. This proves (ii). 
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By Schauder’s fixed point theorem (see [3]) there exists (0, b) E D such that 
(0, b) = P(8, b) = (0, S), i.e., 
e = e” = cp + b - H[B[F(e))], (11) 
b = 6 = b - 4 j-’ u(s) [B(s)]~ ds. (12) 
0 
Hence, we have that 
1 = 
-1 a(s)[8(s)lads=0 
T 0 
and by (6) that F(0) (t) = a(t) [8(t)]“. Then it follows from (11) that 
8” + d9’ = f + cvr - F(e), 
and hence, 
eyt) + d(t) + a(t) [e(t)]” = p(t). 
When a(t) < 0 for all t, we redefine the r” in (8) as 
1 = r”=r.+- s T 0 a(s) [Z(s)]” ds. (13) 
Then the same argument as before establishes the desired result. This 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define F as in (6) and define P: X x R-+X x R by 
P(x, r) = (a, P) with 
2 = v + r - &W’(4)], 
and F as in (8) when a(t) > 0 and as in (13) when a(t) < 0. Then an argument 
similar to that in the previous proof establishes this result. 
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